
  ECON1002 NOTES 

 

Week 1: Introduction 

Indication of good macroeconomic performance 

- Rising living standards 

o Usually indicated by increase in HDI and GDP  

o Although many developed economies (e.g. USA, UK) experienced significant increase in 

living standards since the turn of the 20th century, many developing economies 

(particularly LDCs in Africa) did not.  

- Avoiding extremes of the business cycle  

o That is, moderating expansion and peaks (inflationary pressures - distorts economy + 

social costs) while also subduing recessions and contractions (unemployment - brings 

social and economic costs) 

- Providing unemployment for all individuals seeking work  

o This involves the unemployment rate being relatively low and at NAIRU 

- Maintaining the real value of the currency 

o Minimising fluctuations in short term (few years) ,particularly rapid depreciation which 

can have adverse repercussions throughout the economy  

- Sustainable levels of public and foreign debt 

o Debt accumulation is justifiable and sustainable if it generates returns exceeding its 

costs, reflecting the cost-benefit principle  

o Running large budget deficits for several years exacerbates public debt  

- Balancing current expenditure against future needs  

o An adequate level of national savings which aids to reduced foreign borrowings + allows 

greater investment 

GDP: Measuring the nation's output  

 

- GDP is the market value of the final goods and services produced in a country during a given 

period of time  

o In the short run  GDP fluctuates noticeably (business cycle)  

o In the long run generally follows a smooth increase  

o Market value:  

 Q g/s x P 



 The value goods/services are traded for in the market (allows unrelated goods to 

be compared e.g. apples and shoes with respect to their market value)  

 This means unpaid work e.g. housewife cleaning (since price=0) is not counted - 

main criticism against GDP indicator   

 Public g&s don't have market prices and are counted at their cost of provision  

e.g. defence/public education  

o Final and Intermediate G&S 

 Final  direct to consumer 

 Intermediate  goods used to produce others goods 

 GDP can be measured using both (but not together-double counting) however, 

the GDP measures ONLY the final goods and services  

o GDP only includes goods and services produced WITHIN a given country  

o Measured in monthly, quarterly and annual figures  

- Methods of measuring GDP 

1. Production method 

o Units of production x value of production 

o This isn’t really a method of measuring GDP  the next three are  

2. Value added method to measure GDP 

o Summing up the value added by each firm in production process (sum = market price of 

final good hence GDP is the same) 

o That is, Value added = Market Value – Input costs  

o This is often used to measure GDP because complications may arise when measuring 

final goods and services that stretch over time periods: 

 Time lapse between intermediate and final good  different GDP periods 

e.g. wheat of bread is produced in late December 2011 while bread is 

produced in 2012 calculating the final good in either period wouldn’t make 

sense because part of the good was produced in the other time period  

hence only the value of the good produced in current time period is counted  

3. The expenditure method for measuring GDP  

o All G&S produced are bought by: 

 Households 

 other firms 

 government 



 foreigners  

 As well as the production firm stocking up inventories  

o Thus, the GDP can be measured as the sum of expenditure by such buyers on domestic 

production  

 GDP= Y = C + I + G + NX  

 I =  

 Business fixed investment (capital firms buy) + 

 Residential investment (purchase of new houses by residents) +  

 Inventory investment ( prod > sales = +ve inventory I)  

o NOTE: for micro  this method is price of good x quantity.  

4. The income method for measuring GDP 

o When goods and services are produced or sold in an economy, the revenue from the 

production is distributed to its workers and owners of capital used in the production  

o This indicates that GDP, can also be measured using the total level of income in the 

economy 

 GDP = Labour income + capital income = Y 

o Labour income includes wages, salaries and self-employed income  

o Capital income includes payments to owners’ of physical capital (e.g. land) and 

financial or intangible capital (e.g. shares receive dividends) as well as any profits 

made by firm   

o Basically, you add the profits and wages of labour.  

- The production, income and expenditure are all ways to measure the same thing, GDP.  

- The firms produce goods and services using the factors of production from households and 

in return provide them income.  

- This income is then spent on buying goods and services from firms, hence expenditure.  

 


